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	The qmail Handbook, 9781893115408 (1893115402), Apress, 2001
	Provides thorough instruction for installing, configuring, and optimizing  qmail  
	Includes coverage of secure networking, troubleshooting issues, and mailing  list administration  
	Covers what system administrators want to know by concentrating on qmail  issues relevant to daily operation  
	Includes instructions on how to filter spam before it reaches the client  


The qmail Handbook will guide system and mail administrators of all  skill levels through installing, configuring, and maintaining the qmail server.  Author Dave Sill, a long-time qmail user and system administrator, as well as  the author of the popular online tutorial “Life with qmail,” exposes readers to  all practical aspects of working with this popular mail server.

This definitive guide begins with a discussion of qmail’s history,  architecture, and features and then goes into a through investigation of the  installation and configuration process. Readers will learn how to install qmail  on several operating systems and gain valuable insight into proper  configuration, testing procedures, and performance tuning, all of which are  integral to a properly functioning production environment mail server. Readers  will also learn how to administer users and mail, install filters, and oversee  daily qmail operation and maintenance. Throughout, Sill focuses on topics  essential to all mail administrators, elaborating upon such subjects as  configuring mailing list managers, controlling spam, secure networking, scanning  for viruses, hosting virtual domains and users, and creating dial-up  clients.

The qmail Handbook is the ultimate resource for administrators and  developers needing to master the functionality of the powerful qmail software.
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Design of High-Speed Communication Circuits (Selcted Topics in Electronics and Systems)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	Welcome to the special issue of the International Journal of High Speed Electronics and Systems on "High-Speed Mixed-Signal Integrated Circuits". Silicon, in particular MOS silicon, has rapidly become the de facto technology for mixed-signal integrated circuit design due to the high levels of integration possible as device...


		

Programming in Objective-C (6th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Updated for OS X 10.9 Mavericks, iOS 7, and Xcode 5

	

	Programming in Objective-C is a concise, carefully written tutorial on the basics of Objective-C and object-oriented programming for Apple's iOS and OS X platforms.

	

	The book makes no assumptions about prior experience with object-oriented...


		

LINQ for Visual C# 2005Apress, 2007
C# programmers of every level need to learn about LINQ (Language-Integrated Query), Microsofts breakthrough technology for simplifying and unifying data access from any data source. With LINQ you can write more elegant and flexible code, not just to access databases and files, but also to manipulate data structures and XML.

LINQ for...





	

Optical Switching / Networking and Computing for Multimedia Systems (Optical Engineering)CRC Press, 2002
We have witnessed the rapid growth in the popularity of the Internet technology over the past few years. The current network technologies provide ubiquitous access to a vast amount of information on a huge variety of topics, but limited bandwidth has constrained the impact and growth of broadband multimedia applications. To allow new broadband...

		

SAS 9.1.3 Language Reference: Dictionary, 3-Volume SetSAS Institute, 2004
New and enhanced features in Base SAS save you time, effort, and system resources by providing faster processing and easier data access and management, more robust analysis, and improved data presentation.

	 By using new SAS system options that enable threading and the use of multiple CPUs, the following SAS procedures take...



		

Building Hybrid Android Apps with Java and JavaScript: Applying Native Device APIsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build HTML5-based hybrid applications for Android with a mix of native Java and JavaScript components, without using third-party libraries and wrappers such as PhoneGap or Titanium. This concise, hands-on book takes you through the entire process, from setting up your development environment to deploying your product to an app...
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